Privacy Statement
Registering at Tonfly website your information is secure! You data are managed inside the
Company with maximum respect of the privacy laws. They are used exclusively to manage
your orders or, with explicit authorization, to contact you for special deals, promotions, or
contests related to Tonfly website according to Slovakian Law 03.07.2002 n. 428/2002
(Law on Privacy Protection). Treatment of personal information has the unique purpose to
carry out in an adequate manner our own commercial activity. Information will be treated
with both electronic systems and paper. Information can be provided to third parties
(Banks, Companies linked to us) exclusively for the development of the commercial
relationship with the customer.

Privacy Statement: How we use Cookies
Cookies are very small text files that are stored on your computer when you visit some
websites.
We use cookies to help identify your computer so we can track your configuration process
or your shopping basket contents and remember where you are in the configuration or
order process.
You can disable any cookies already stored on your computer through the privacy page of
your browser, but these may stop our website from functioning properly.
- The following is strictly necessary in the operation of our website.
Functional Cookies (Technical cookies)
This Website uses sessions to:
 Remember your choices during your configurations (anonymously)
 Remember what is in your shopping basket (anonimously)
 Remember where you are in the order process (anonimously till the end of the
buying process where you will have to enter your personal data to confirm the
order)
 Remember your personal data during the order confirm. You need to enter your
email address to save a configuration and your personal and contact data to
complete an order.
- The following are not Strictly Necessary, but are required to tell us which pages our
visitors find most interesting (anonymous statistics about the website usage).
Thirdy part Cookies:


Google Analytics cookies to track the pages visited in anonymous mode
(anonymously also at IP level)

Targeting Cookies
This Website Will not use this kind of cookies
This website will not
 Share any personal information with third parties.
To change your preferences about cookies you can change the cookies settings
into the privacy settings page of your browser.

